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SUMMARY

Fugro, a key player in coastal monitoring geo-solutions enabling resilient coastal communities,

infrastructure, and natural capital, is currently undertaking the ALB (Airborne LiDAR Bathymetry) survey of

the northern French coastline from the famous Mont-Saint-Michel to the Belgium border. The challenging

environmental conditions available within this project area which includes high tidal range (>10m), strong

tidal streams, highly variable weather conditions combined with a mostly sedimentary type of seabed is

making this area particularly complex to survey with ALB technology.

In this paper, we show case how ALB solution eco-system which includes the Fugro satellite analytic tools

for pre-planning, the Fugro RAMMS (Rapid Airborne Multibeam Mapping System) for data acquisition and

data processing leveraging from machine learning algorithm, as well as the Fugro Virgeo WebGIS platform

for client engagement and delivery, is enabling the production of an accurate, high resolution coastal

morphological model of this area. This model, combined hydro-dynamic information, enables hazard

identification in terms of submersion and flooding for example, streamline the production of adaptation

response strategy and participate to the evaluation of the adaptation strategy outcome. Finally, to solve the

uncertainty of the geoid model at sea, we show how it is possible to rely on airborne LiDAR data and a

combination of tide gauge data, GNSS data and a hydrodynamic model to estimate dynamic sea topography

and finally validate the application of the geoid model nearshore ensuring the most accurate connection

between the sea level and the land.
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